MAISON

THROWS
Stunning decorative throws – digitally
printed on luxurious merino wool.
The Christian Lacroix approach to design is to
tell unique and memorable stories, and have you
partake in the adventure. Their extravagance and
spirit are matched only by their determination to
fulfil a unique vision for your home. The range
of accessories developed by Christian Lacroix
Maison promise incomparable designs with the
finest of finishing.

Do You Speak Lacroix? - Multicolore
130 x 180cm 51 x 71’’ BLCL5004

Mosaïc Freak - Multicolore
130 x 180cm 51 x 71’’ BLCL5005

In typically flamboyant style, gloriously decorative
and colourful letters are arranged on a black ground
spelling out Christian Lacroix. Digitally printed onto
pure merino wool and finished with a multi-coloured
chevron pattern border with hemmed edge.

Colourful abstract shapes and patterns are
arranged in a mosaic style with a large
Lacroix logo. Digitally printed onto pure
merino wool and finished with a solid red
border and hemmed edge.

Eclectic and eccentric cushions, throws and rugs
await your discovery. A selection of our rugs are
now available to order in bespoke sizes.

CUSHIONS
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Lacroix Cherry! - Bleu Denim
60 x 30cm 24 x 12’’ CCCL0592

Do You Speak Lacroix? - Multicolore
40 x 40cm 16 x 16’’ CCCL0595

A bold embroidery Lacroix Logo is laid
across a delightful cherry blossom pattern.
Digitally printed in tones of midnight blue,
white and touches of pink, completed with
black and pink velvet duo piping detail.

A glorious fringed cushion featuring a collage
of decorative Christian Lacroix letters.
Digitally printed in bright vivid tones set
against black with embroidered highlights.
Reversing to a prismatic geometric pattern.
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Monogram me Lacroix! - Multicolore
40 x 40cm 16 x 16’’ CCCL0594

Songe d’été - Marais
60 x 45cm 24 x 18’’ CCCL0586

The Christian Lacroix logo emblem letters are the
feature for this playful monogrammed cushion.
Digitally printed onto cotton sateen with exquisite
embroidered highlights. Completed with black
velvet piping on all sides and a multicoloured
chevron pattern on the reverse.

A midnight dream of summer is depicted in this
mesmerising cushion by Christian Lacroix. Digitally printed
onto cotton sateen with embroidered highlights with a
contemporary cloud pattern on the cotton reverse.

Flowers Galaxy - Multicolore
50 x 50cm 20 x 20’’ CCCL0593

Premier Rendez-Vous - Marais
45 x 45cm 18 x 18’’ CCCL0597

Oiseau de Bengale - Marais
50 x 50cm 20 x 20’’ CCCL0581

This stylish large square cushion featuring a
geometric kaleidoscopic pattern combined
with small scale multi-coloured flowers.
Digitally printed onto luxurious velvet
reversing to a cotton sateen printed pattern.

This round cushion features decoupage imagery of
flora and fauna, playfully intertwined with eyes and
lips. This reversible cushion is digitally printed on
cotton sateen and finished with green velvet piping.

Exotic flowers and foliage of Paradise are
collaged together in this stunning cushion
from Maison Christian Lacroix. Digitally
printed on velvet with a cotton reverse.

Mosaïc Freak - Multicolore
60 x 45cm 24 x 18’’ CCCL0596

Prête-Moi ta Plume! - Magenta
50 x 50cm 20 x 20’’ CCCL0583

Ondine - Bourgeon
45 x 45cm 18 x 18’’ CCCL0585

Colourful abstract shapes and patterns are arranged in a
mosaic style with a large Lacroix logo. Digitally printed
onto cotton sateen and detailed with embroidered
highlights. Finished with mustard yellow and black velvet
duo piping and a small scale geometric on the reverse.

Swirls of feathers in exceptional detail are
the focus of attention in this striking cushion.
Digitally printed onto luxurious velvet with a
monochromatic cotton print on the reverse.

An ethereal air is created with this Art
Nouveau inspired cushion by Maison
Christian Lacroix. Printed leaves and iris
flowers are highlighted with embroidery on
the front with a foil print on the pink reverse.
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Soft L’Aveu - Ruisseau
60 x 45cm 24 x 18’’ CCCL0584

Wisteria Alba - Ruisseau
60 x 45cm 24 x 18’’ CCCL0588

Beetle Waves - Oeillet
40 x 40cm 16 x 16’’ CCCL0575

A rich black velvet pile in a graphic tiled pattern is
set on a cleverly printed shaded ombre ground in rich
blues. This luxurious cushion is completed with the
iconic Cabanon black and white stripe on the reverse.

Layers of blossoming Wisteria are embroidered in
vivid shades of blue and green onto black satin in this
stunning cushion from Maison Christian Lacroix.

A dazzling geometric print cushion by
Christian Lacroix with a large beetle
adorning both sides. Digitally printed and
embroidered onto pure cotton.

Pietra Dura - Multicolore
60 x 30cm 24 x 12’’ CCCL0569
Inspired by ceramic tiles in a chevron
formation with fabulous multi-colour shades,
this stylish Maison Christian Lacroix cushion
is digitally printed onto luxurious velvet.
Finished with a cotton print on the reverse,
and black velvet piping.

Cascade - Bourgeon
45 x 45cm 18 x 18’’ CCCL0587

Cubic Orchid - Multicolore
50 x 50cm 20 x 20’’ CCCL0578

Feather like leaves almost float off the surface
in this stunning printed and embroidered
cushion from Christian Lacroix. Blush pinks on
a jade green shaded ground are in contrast to
the midnight blue reverse.

An art-deco inspired floral cushion by
Christian Lacroix featuring a graphic orchid
flower. Digitally printed onto cotton/silk satin with
an all over beetle print on the cotton reverse.

Oiseau Fleur - Bourgeon
60 x 45cm 24 x 18’’ CCCL0590
A stunning cushion from Christian Lacroix with
exotic flowers of Paradise, beautifully embroidered
in outstanding detail onto a blush pink jacquard
patterned ground and a bright teal reverse.
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Wisteria Alba - Magenta
60 x 45cm 24 x 18’’ CCCL0589

Doña Jirafa - Opiat
45cm diameter 18’’ CCCL0496

Layers of blossoming Wisteria are
embroidered in vivid shades of magenta
and emerald onto black satin in this stunning
cushion from Maison Christian Lacroix.

A statement round cushion, designed exclusively
by the Christian Lacroix studio in Paris. An elegant
giraffe is adorned with tropical foliage with
embroidered highlights. This luxurious cushion
is digitally printed onto sleek cotton with a
monochrome prismatic chevron reverse.
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Ocean Blooms - Ruisseau
50 x 50cm 20 x 20’’ CCCL0582

Clairière - Primevère
45 x 45cm 18 x 18’’ CCCL0562

Bois Paradis - Bourgeon
60 x 45cm 24 x 18’’ CCCL0563

Mystical flowers from the deep sea
are featured on this exotic cushion by
Christian Lacroix. Digitally printed onto
velvet with a cotton reverse.

A woodland fantasy forms this decorative
cushion from Maison Christian Lacroix with
birds and exotic animals. This stunning black
and cream cushion is flock printed onto cotton
with embroidered highlights and features an
alternative scene on the reverse. This designer
cushion has a black metallic piping.

Silhouettes of trees and exotic woodland creatures
create pure fantasy in this stunning cushion from
Maison Christian Lacroix. This cushion is printed
onto cotton with flocking and embroidered
highlights. A graphic pattern is printed on the
reverse with a black and white cotton piping.

L’Herbier - Ruisseau
50 x 50cm 20 x 20’’ CCCL0580

Rosetta - Multicolore
45cm diameter 18’’ CCCL0571

Le Curieux - Argile
60 x 30cm 24 x 12’’ CCCL0515

A colourful explosion of pattern features on this
cushion from Maison Christian Lacroix. Digitally
printed on velvet with a cotton printed reverse.

A colourfully decorative round cushion by
Christian Lacroix. A kaleidoscope of patterns in vivid shades
digitally printed onto velvet. This stylish designer cushion is
completed with a monochromatic pattern on the reverse.

A wonderful decoupage inspired cushion from
Maison Christian Lacroix. Lords and ladies are
masked within an eclectic array of imagery with a
harlequin patterned backdrop. This luxurious cushion
is digitally printed onto cotton with embroidered
highlights and finished with a striped reverse.

Birds Sinfonia - Crépuscule
50 x 50cm 20 x 20’’ CCCL0531

Dame Nature - Printemps
40 x 40cm 16 x 16’’ CCCL0572

Jungle King - Opiat
45cm diameter 18’’ CCCL0495

Soft L’Aveu - Magenta
60 x 45cm 24 x 18’’ CCCL0591

A wonderfully exotic array of birds adorn
this vibrant cushion from Maison Christian
Lacroix. Colours merge into one another
in graphic lines. This beautiful cushion is
digitally printed onto cotton with delicate
embroidered highlights.

Spot the face surrounded by flowers and
foliage in this humorous cushion from Christian
Lacroix. Digitally printed onto pure cotton with
embroidered highlights. A monochrome foliage
print creates the reverse.

A statement round cushion, designed exclusively
by the Christian Lacroix studio in Paris. A bold
lion, the king of the jungle, is adorned with
tropical foliage with embroidered highlights. This
luxurious designer cushion is digitally printed
onto sleek cotton with a monochrome prismatic
chevron reverse.

A rich black velvet pile in a graphic tiled pattern
is set on a cleverly printed shaded ombre ground
in rich magenta pink. This luxurious cushion is
completed with the iconic Cabanon black and white
stripe on the reverse.
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RUGS
Prête-Moi ta Plume! - Jais
Digitally Printed, Pile 100% Polyamide, Backing 100% Felt
RUGCL0351 250cm diameter 8’2”

Bosquet - Carbone *
Hand Tufted Pile, 100% Wool, Backing 100% Cotton
RUGCL0347 250cm diameter 8’2”

A dramatic round decorative rug from Christian Lacroix Maison
– digitally printed feathers in monochromatic shades are set in
a swirling pattern, following the round form of the rug.

Bring the garden inside with this stunning round rug by
Christian Lacroix, Paris. The beautiful botanical pattern in this
luxurious designer rug is created using delicate cut work to
accentuate the leaves with varying pile heights with a cut and
loop finish. Hand tufted in 100% wool in monochrome black
and white for a dramatic impact to any interior space.

Mascarade - Graphite *
Hand Tufted Pile, 50% Wool, 50% Viscose, Backing 100% Cotton
RUGCL0341 160 x 260cm 5’2 x 8’5”
RUGCL0342 200 x 300cm 6’6 x 9’8”
RUGCL0343 250 x 350cm 8’2 x 11’5”

Bosquet - Roseau *
Hand Tufted Pile, 100% Wool, Backing 100% Cotton
RUGCL0338 160 x 260cm 5’2 x 8’5”
RUGCL0339 200 x 300cm 6’6 x 9’8”
RUGCL0340 250 x 350cm 8’2 x 11’5”

Diamonds of colour are tufted with a mix of wool and viscose yarns in
this fabulous graphic rug. Varying pile heights and a unique cut away
effect border complete this stunning sophisticated colourway of our best
selling Mascarade Arlequin rug.

The botanical pattern in this beautiful designer rug is created
using delicate cut work to accentuate the leaves with varying
pile heights. Subtly shading from dark forest green to a midgreen adds to the theatrical impact. A 100% wool composition,
in both tufted and loop pile for all interior spaces.

10 * Available in bespoke sizes
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Grand Tour - Tomette
Digitally Printed, Pile 100% Polyamide, Backing 80% Jute, 20% Cotton
RUGCL0334 250cm diameter 8’2”
An eclectic decoupage of imagery and pattern create this dynamic rug in
typical Christian Lacroix style. This striking large circular rug is printed onto
a new quality offering durability with a dense low pile which enhances the
detail of the unique digital print process.

Tempera - Multicolore Garance *
Hand Tufted Pile, 78% Viscose, 22% Wool, Backing 100% Cotton
DHRCL003/01 160 x 260cm 5'2 x 8'5”
DHRCL004/01 200 x 300cm 6'6 x 9'8”
The colours of a horizon at sunset form the inspiration for this boldly
striped and luxurious rug.

12 * Available in bespoke sizes

Pietra Dura - Multicolore *
Hand Tufted Pile, 50% Wool, 50% Viscose, Backing 100% Cotton
RUGCL0344 160 x 260cm 5’2 x 8’5”
RUGCL0345 200 x 300cm 6’6 x 9’8”
RUGCL0346 250 x 350cm 8’2 x 11’5”
Create a focal point to your living space with this statement rug by
Christian Lacroix. Inspired by ceramic tiles in a chevron formation with
fabulous multi colour shades, and fine lines of gilver metallic thread and
tufted with a mix of wool and viscose yarns. Varying pile heights, graphic
carving and a unique cut away effect edge are all highlights of this
stunning luxurious rug.

Geisha - Prisme
Hand Tufted Pile, 50% Wool, 50% Viscose, Backing 100% Cotton
RUGCL0335 160 x 260cm 5’2 x 8’5”
RUGCL0336 200 x 300cm 6’6 x 9’8”
RUGCL0337 250 x 350cm 8’2 x 11’5”
Create a focal point to your living space with this statement rug by
Christian Lacroix. Bold areas of bright colour and ikat motifs are tufted
with a mix of wool and viscose yarns in this fabulous graphic rug. Varying
pile heights, intricate carving and a unique pattern are all highlights of
this stunning luxurious rug.
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